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BEST PRACTICE RECOMMENDATIONS - PERSPECTIVES

JOB SITE HARASSMENT
Submitted and written by: Bonny Reynolds, AIA

Category: Discrimination and Inclusion
Related Best Practice Recommendations: Support positive construction job site culture and equal 
access to professional development opportunities that include experiences on construction sites.

ABSTRACT
While working on construction administration at a clinic renovation project, I experienced job site harassment.  While 

this was an unnerving and unfortunate occurrence, the manner with which it was handled by those responsible for the 

offending party was professional and commendable. 

PROCESS
Our construction team, comprised of  the general contractor, clinic representatives, and designers, met regularly to discuss the 
project’s progress, resolve construction issues, and do a job site walk-through.  One winter morning, while conducting a routine 
job site walk-through, I, a young female architect, completed the tour of  the interior renovation spaces with the rest of  the team.  
Once this was complete, the team dispersed and I alone went outside to observe the progress on the exterior wall construction 
prior to heading back to the office.  It was a cold morning and there were a couple of  male subcontractors standing around a 
burning barrel apparently for warmth.  While I photographed the building’s progress I overheard them call out that the “hot tub’s 
almost ready.”  I ignored them and went about my work of  observing and documenting. Upon completion of  my task, I turned 
away from the job site to go to my car and heard the same subcontractors call out comments on my appearance and physique.  
I did not want to dignify their behavior by acknowledging them in any way, so I continued to walk to my car and return to the 
office.
 
I recalled hearing about a job site harassment incident experienced by a female coworker where the director of  human resources 
stepped in and resolved the issue with the general contractor to create a safer, more professional work environment.  It was 
because of  having heard about this that I felt comfortable calling the HR director to discuss what I had experienced.  While it 
was unpleasant to recall, I explained what had happened.  The HR director was appalled and sympathetic, and I was advised to 
document my experience with as much detail as I could recall, including the specific language that the subcontractors used.  It was 
especially uncomfortable to put these words into writing in this official way.
 
The HR director informed me that she would be contacting the project’s general contractor who the subcontractors worked 
under.  I also shared my experience with a female colleague who worked with the same general contractor on another project, and 
she advised me, if  I felt comfortable, to inform the general contractor myself  ahead of  them being contacted by HR.  I agreed 
that this would be a good idea, as these individuals had always been extremely professional and good to work with, and it was 
the subcontractors working for them who said the inappropriate remarks.  I sent an email to the general contractor stating that 
there had been inappropriate comments directed at me while I had been on the job site.  I relented that this was an unfortunate 
occurrence since the general contractor consistently strived to maintain professional work environments.
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OUTCOME
Shortly after sending the email, I received a response from the general contractor with sincere apologies and a request to 
determine the party responsible for the comments.  Since I had not turned back to get a look at the subcontractors’ faces to 
determine their identity, I was unable to describe their appearances, but I did have a photo taken of  the construction progress that 
happened to include the men at the barrel in the background.  The general contractors were able to identify the men from this 
photo and call a job site meeting, at which the subcontractors who made the comments admitted to their offense.  One hour after 
contacting the general contractor about the incident, I received an email stating that the men who had made the comments had 
been removed from the job site and would not be allowed to return.  In addition, they had a follow-up meeting with all of  their 
subcontractors to discuss professionalism on the job site.  They apologized again and thanked me for bringing the incident to 
their attention.
 
The behavior of  the subcontractors distressed me greatly.  While the harassment was not physical, the comments were 
unsolicited, unprofessional, and unnerving.  No one deserves such treatment.  I was doing my job and had the right to do so 
without being confronted in such a way.  It was especially unsettling to think of  who else could have been addressed in such a 
way: a female building inspector, a young intern, a member of  the clinic’s staff, or a female patient seeking services at the clinic.  
Perhaps this had already happened but the affected individuals did not seek to address the harassment.  I felt that the only way I 
could help to reduce this behavior in the future would be to let it be known that it was unacceptable and unprofessional.  When 
I informed the general contractor of  what had happened, the general contractor was empowered to enforce consequences to the 
offending individuals.
 
While the situation appeared to have been remedied, I admit to feeling uneasy about returning to the job site two weeks later.  
One concern was that the general contractor would feel the need to accompany me on this and even subsequent walk-throughs, 
alluding to the idea that I should be chaperoned while doing my job.  Another concern I had was that I might hear snide or 
accusatory comments from other subcontractors on the job site regarding the incident.  Most of  all, I was concerned that the 
subcontractors who had been removed from the job would somehow confront me.  Fortunately, none of  these concerns were 
realized and I had a pleasantly professional and uneventful return visit, a trend which continued through the remainder of  the 
project.
 
I am extremely grateful to my female colleague, the director of  human services, and especially to the general contractor for 
their support and advocacy.  Not once was I led to think that I was to blame in any way and on the contrary I was thanked 
and encouraged for speaking up about what had happened.  The goal of  all parties was to quickly remedy the situation and 
do whatever was needed to ensure that it was not tolerated or repeated.  I encourage anyone who experiences similar job site 
harassment to speak out and seek similar actions against the offending parties to help ensure less of  it in the future.


